RISE UP

High-Quality Solutions for High-Rise Residential Building Development
UNPRECEDENTED ATTENTION TO DETAIL

High-rise residential design demands a wide range of ceiling performance attributes – from the exterior and lobbies to exercise rooms and residential units. Armstrong Ceiling Solutions provides the broadest portfolio in the industry, backed by decades of design and installation expertise. Our pre-engineered integrated ceiling solutions are tested for maximum performance and efficiency from one end of the building to the other. It’s this unprecedented attention to detail that delivers peace of mind and the highest-quality finish.
TOTAL CEILING SOLUTIONS

Keep Every Project On Time, On Budget and On The Mark.

BROADEST PORTFOLIO

DESIGN

INTEGRATION

CEILING CONSTRUCTION EXPERTISE
Rise up with the largest portfolio of tested ceiling systems in the industry. Solutions that enable you to design and install with confidence. Solutions that make life better, for living, working, and playing.

FIRE
Over 500 ceiling systems with Class A Fire performance.

WIND
Tested for exterior applications, stronger and easier to install.

SEISMIC
Over 400 ceiling solutions with Seismic tested performance.

ACOUSTICS
Industry leader in Total Acoustics® solutions for every space.

SUSTAIN
Meet today’s most stringent industry sustainability standards with the Sustain™ portfolio.
EXTERIOR SOLUTIONS

Your interior design begins before anyone sets foot inside. Your ceilings get one chance to make a first impression. This is it.

METALWORKS™ TORSION SPRING
Monolithic visual with 100% downward accessibility in a variety of metal, wood and laminate finishes.

METALWORKS™ VECTOR® EXTERIOR
Durable, steel panels offer a 1/4" reveal and 100% downward accessibility. Tested to meet wind uplift Classes 30, 60, and 90.

METALWORKS™ LINEAR
Durable, metal panels offer a variety of flexible acoustical and exterior solutions. Nominal 2", 4", 6", 8", 10" and 12" wide panels, including nominal 1" reveal.

STUCCO/PLASTER/EIFS
Pre-engineered drywall grid system provides a modular, wind uplift tested solution that will last for decades to come.
When is a ceiling not a ceiling? When it’s a statement. And your lobby says everything there is to say about your building.

INFUSIONS® ACCENT CANOPIES
Playful Infusions canopies come in a variety of translucent textures and finishes to create custom looks with standard kits.

DRYWALL GRID SYSTEM
Engineered to give you design control – reduce risk. Three times faster to install than traditional track and channel framing.

WOODWORKS® GRILLE
These warm, natural wood ceilings offer installation flexibility and a variety of design options. Install in the ceiling, on the wall, or create 90º angled or faceted ceiling-to-wall transitions.

METALWORKS™ LINEAR
Durable, metal panels offer a variety of flexible acoustical and interior solutions. Nominal 2”, 4”, 6”, 8”, 10” and 12” wide panels, including nominal 1” reveal.
CORRIDOR SOLUTIONS

They’re more than halls and passageways.
And they’re not an afterthought. They’re the connective tissue of your design.

SINGLESPLAN™ ACOUSTICAL SYSTEM
Reduces or eliminates hanger wires for faster, easier installation in crowded plenum spaces. Provides improved access to utilities in the plenum post installation.

SHORTSPAN® DRYWALL FRAMING SYSTEM
The fastest and easiest way to frame flat drywall ceilings up to 17’ wide. Span up to 8’-6” with no independent support – 2/3 less material.

DRYWALL LINEAR LIGHTING
Seamless integration between drywall ceilings and linear lighting for consistent fit and finish. Faster and easier to build compared to traditional framed linear lighting.

ULTIMA® CEILING PANELS
A smooth visual ceiling with Total Acoustics® performance – sound absorption and blocking needed for today’s flexible spaces.
ELEVATOR LOBBY SOLUTIONS

When all eye contact is being avoided, there’s one direction everyone looks. Up. It’s a good place to put something nice.

**AXIOM® CLASSIC**
This perimeter trim is for use as an exposed custom decorative trim with suspended lay-in panels or as drywall trim for unique detailing and transition flexibility (straight or curved).

**WOODWORKS® WALLS**
Define a space with a variety of wood species, stains, sizes, and perforation options. Install panels horizontally or vertically using clips or splines.

**AXIOM® INDIRECT LIGHT COVES**
Predictable lighting performance and perfect integration with all Armstrong® suspension systems. Install 90% faster with just 10% of the labor of traditional light coves.

**CALLA® CEILING PANELS**
The smoothest finish mineral fiber ceiling available with Total Acoustics® performance – excellent noise reduction and sound blocking in one product.

**AXIOM® TRANSITIONS**
Create crisp transitions of 1”, 2”, 4”, 6”, 8”, and 10” or flush in straight or curved applications. Eliminate vertical framing to structure – reduce trade coordination.
WOODWORKS® WALLS, SERPENTINA® WAVES™, AND DRYWALL GRID SYSTEM
What’s on the menu? An intimate, quiet environment, where hundreds of strangers instantly feel at home.

**AXIOM® KNIFE EDGE®**
This trim is a unique, refined trim alternative compared to traditional 90° vertical trims and provides a crisp edge detail.

**INTERSECTION DOWNLIGHTING**
Seamlessly integrate recessed downlights at the intersection of the ceiling grid – placing light where it has never been before. Eliminate the worry of field-modified panels and grid.

**METALWORKS™ LINEAR**
Durable, metal panels offer a variety of flexible acoustical and interior solutions. Nominal 2", 4", 6", 8", 10" and 12" wide panels, including nominal 1" reveal.

**SOUNDSCAPES® BLADES™**
Panels can be attached directly to walls and ceilings in forms of panels, clouds, and square or curved. Great acoustical retrofit solution.

**KITCHEN ZONE™**
A better option to vinyl-covered gypsum, this panel offers a lower cost, lighter weight, more pieces per carton, and meets USDA/FSIS guidelines.
TENANT SPACE SOLUTIONS
(ex: Daycare)

When it comes to our creative ceiling solutions, the sky is not the limit. The limit is your imagination.

SOUNDCAPES® SHAPES
Acoustics delivered via shapes and colors in standard or custom options. Install from a deck, through a ceiling, directly attached to drywall, on a standard suspension system, or on a wall.

CREATE!™, ULTIMA® & OPTIMA® PANELS
Create! your own unique custom ceiling visual using your own artwork. Great acoustics have never been so colorful.

FORMATIONS™ DRYWALL GRID SYSTEM CLOUDS
Improved floating visual compared to traditional stud-framed drywall clouds. 50% faster to install than a traditional drywall cloud.

COLORATIONS® PANELS, SUSPENSION SYSTEMS & TRIMS
Now you don’t have to choose between color and acoustics. Create a totally integrated ceiling system that matches across the board.
MEETING, CONFERENCE & TRAINING ROOM SOLUTIONS

We can’t promise a space where unnecessary meetings don’t happen. But we can promise that some of the best thinking will always be over everyone’s head.

AXIOM® GLAZING CHANNEL
Make glass disappear into the plenum – completely concealed integration without the need for a drywall bulkhead. Five trim profile options – Lay-in, Tegular, Vector® and Drywall Grid Systems.

AXIOM® BUILDING PERIMETER SHADE POCKETS
Allows quality control at the perimeter, reducing time required to detail and specify the integration. This product is 12 times faster to install than drywall shade pockets and twice as fast as other pockets.

LYRA® CONCEALED CEILING PANELS
Smooth, drywall-like visual with a fully concealed suspension system that creates a monolithic look with accessibility.

WOODWORKS® VECTOR®
Fully accessible wood panels available in multiple options for acoustical and aesthetic needs. Create upturns for continuous visuals and clouds with WoodWorks® Trim.
TECHZONE® CEILING SYSTEM WITH INTEGRATED TECHNICAL SERVICES
SOCIAL & MEDIA ROOM SOLUTIONS

Even when it’s all about kicking back, playing games, or hanging out, our ceilings still go above and beyond.

WOODWORKS® LINEAR
Install in the ceiling, on the wall, or create 90° angled or curved ceiling-to-wall transitions. Suspension system and planks from one manufacturer; 30–50% faster installation.

ACOUSTICAL-TO-DRYWALL TRANSITION MOLDINGS
Create a smooth transition between drywall and suspended ceilings with transition molding. Fewer parts and pieces; combines molding with drywall taping flange.

AXIOM® DIRECT LIGHT COVES
Low-profile design with plug and play lighting for easy installation in shallow plenum areas. Install 90% faster with just 10% of the labor of traditional light coves.

ACOUSTICAL ON-CENTER LINEAR LIGHTING
Continuous or non-continuous layouts – inspiring symmetry to match your building design. Zero interference – eliminates interference with mechanicals in the plenum.
The right ceiling can inspire a room full of people working hard to break through theirs.

**SERPENTINA® WAVES™**
Curved metal cloud kits combine easy installation with striking visual impact. Over 60 pre-engineered kit options include all the components to install hills, valleys, or combination.

**SOUNDSCAPES® ACOUSTICAL CANOPIES**
These shapely canopies visually define spaces and provide spot acoustical absorption. Embedded flush-mounted hardware system for clean look.

**FORMATIONS™ ACOUSTICAL CLOUDS**
Kits give you a great custom look or spot acoustics using only standard components – eliminating the hassle, cost, and risk associated with custom installations.

**METALWORKS™ OPEN CELL**
Durable open cell panels are 100% accessible and offer a clean, modern design option. Lay-in system is fast and easy to install in a standard suspension system.
INDOOR POOL SOLUTIONS


SERPENTINA® CLASSIC/SEMI-CONCEALED
Pre-engineered 3D curved metal ceiling system adds drama and acoustical performance with major impact. More main beam options for maximum design flexibility.

DRYWALL GRID SYSTEM
Engineered to give you design control – reduce risk. Three times faster to install than traditional track and channel framing.
SERVER ROOM SOLUTIONS


PRELUDE® XL MAX®
Suspend your components from the ceiling, while improving your data hall’s efficiency. Support single point loads up to 300 lbs or 62 lbs/sq ft.

ACOUSTICAL ON-CENTER LINEAR LIGHTING
Continuous or non-continuous layouts – inspiring symmetry to match your building design. Zero interference – eliminates interference with mechanicals in the plenum.
PARKING GARAGE SOLUTIONS

No one ever looks up at a parking garage ceiling and thinks, “That’s a nice ceiling.” No one, that is, until now.

METALWORKS™ TORSION SPRING
Monolithic visual with 100% downward accessibility in a variety of metal, wood and laminate finishes.

METALWORKS™ VECTOR® EXTERIOR
Durable, steel panels offer a 1/4" reveal and 100% downward accessibility. Tested to meet wind uplift Classes 30, 60, and 90.

TECTUM® WALL & CEILING PANELS
Direct attached ceiling panels provide a great retrofit solution that is easy to install and provides sound absorption values up to 1.0.
RESIDENTIAL UNIT SOLUTIONS

Lofty ideas. Penthouse perfection. These solutions take high-rise living to new heights.

SHORTSPAN® DRYWALL FRAMING SYSTEM
Fastest and easiest way to frame flat drywall ceilings. Span 8’-6” unsupported or up to 17’ with StrongBack™ or Locking Pocket Main down the middle. 2/3 less material used.

AXIOM® BUILDING PERIMETER SHADE POCKETS – LUTRON® COMPATIBLE
Seamless integration between the ceiling and shade pockets, making specs simple and installation fast. Twelve times faster to install than drywall shade pockets and twice as fast as other pockets.

AXIOM® GLAZING CHANNEL
Make glass disappear into the plenum – completely concealed integration without the need for a drywall bulkhead. Five trim profile options – Lay-in, Tegular, Vector® and Drywall Grid Systems.

QUIKSTIX™ DRYWALL SOFFIT FRAMING
Form perfect 30°, 45°, 60°, 75° and 90° angles. Maximize efficiency with off-site modularization – route holes and knockouts at 6” and 8” centers reduce measuring and cutting time.
1 877 276 7876
Customer Service Representatives
7:45 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. EST
Monday through Friday

TechLine – Technical information, detail drawings, CAD design assistance, installation information, other technical services – 8:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. EST, Monday through Friday. FAX 1 800 572 8324 or email: techline@armstrongceilings.com

armstrongceilings.com/commercial
Latest product news
Standard and custom product information
Online catalog
CAD, Revit®, SketchUp® files
A Ceiling for Every Space® Visual Selection Tool
Product literature and samples – express service or regular delivery
Contacts – reps, where to buy, who will install

YOU INSPIRE™ SOLUTIONS CENTER
1 800 988 2585
email: solutionscenter@armstrongceilings.com
armstrongceilings.com/youinspire

Design Assistance
Collaborative design
Detail drawings
Specifications
Planning and budgeting

Pre-construction Assistance
Layout drawings for standard and premium products
Project installation recommendations
Contractor installation assistance

helping to bring your one-of-a-kind ideas to life
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